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PRATIBHÄ AND THE MEANING OF THE SENTENCE
IN BHARTRHARI'S VÂKYAPADÏYA

Akihiko Akamatsu, Fukuoka

1.1 In the second book of the Vâkyapadïya (VP), Bhartrhari sets forth a

theory that pratibhä 'intuition' or 'flash of understanding' is the meaning
of the sentence (väkyärtha). He discusses the issue ofpratibhä in kärikäs
2.143-152. The first kärikä of this section is as follows1:

When we understand the meanings [of the individual words in a sentence] by

discriminating them from each other, there arises flash of understanding (pratibhä)
which is totally different [from every knowledge of the meanings of the words]. We
call that \pratibha], caused by the meanings of the words, the meaning of the
sentence.

As a beginning, by placing this statement in the philosophical and historical

context about the linguistic theory in India, I will reconsider the reason
Bhartrhari introduced the concept ofpratibhä into his linguistic theory.

2.1 In the VP, Bhartrhari makes a distinction between two types of meaningful

unit of language: (1) the word and (2) the sentence. The question
whether the word could be the linguistic unit is one of the famous subjects
discussed in many grammatical and philosophical works; for example, the
views of Vrttikära in the Säbarabhäsya. Central to this issue is the
problem of the existence of the word, as a meaningful unit, which is

distinguished from the constituent phonemes2. Vrttikära declares: "[When
we hear a word, gauh for example,] the word [as a meaningful unit], which
is different from the constituent phonemes /g/-/au/-/h/, is not perceived
immediately by us. We hear only the individual phoneme /g/ and so on3.

Therefore [the collection of] the individual phonemes is truly pada4."

* The author is happy to acknowledge the financial assistance he received from the Kyushu
University Fukuoka, which enabled him to present this paper at the Bhartrhari
Conference at the University of Poona (January 6-8, 1992).

1 VP 2.143: vicchedagrahane 'rthäriäm pratibhäriyaiva jäyate /
väkyärtha iti täm ähuh padärthair upapäditäm //

2 Cf. SBh 38.9-10: ato gakärädivyatirikto 'nyo goiabdo 'sti, yato 'rthapratipattih syät.
3 SBh 40.7-9: na capratyaksogakärädibhyo 'nyogosabda iti.... gakärädini hipratyaksäni.
4 SBh 40.12: tasmäd aksaräny eva padam.
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Because anything not being grasped by our perception (pratyaksa) does not
exist, he denies the existence of the word as a meaningful unit.

Posterity regards this statement as criticism of the sphota-theory. If,
then, the upholders of the sphota insist on the independent existence of
the word as a meaningful unit against this criticism, they must show the
perceptibility of it.

The later grammarians, for example, state thatpada-sphota (indivisible
linguistic unit of word) can be grasped through perception (pratyaksa). But
Bhartrhari himself states nowhere clearly how or by which means of cognition

(pramäna) one recognizes the word as a single unit, though I find a
reference to an 'indivisible word' view in the VP. It is the following5:

The indivisible (avibhakta) word expressing (väcaka) the meaning arises from [a
certain number of] individual [phonemes] (vibhakta). Therefore the word [as an
indivisible unit] (Sabda) whose nature is the meaningfulness goes to the state of
being mixed together [with the individual phonemes as component parts of an
audible word].

"According to Bhartrhari," says S.D. Joshi, "the listener may perceive each

phoneme, but he cannot perceive the word as a whole. Only the perception

of the phonemes gives rise to the mental image of a single whole6."
This drives us to the important question. If the word as a single meaningful

unit could be perceived by perception, as the later grammarians
contend, it would be possible to regard it as arising in the mind with a
concrete image. Does Bhartrhari too think so? 'The mental image of a
single whole' has a concrete form? This question concerns his views on
perception as well as on the meaning of the word. I shall return to this
point later.

2.2 Another type of meaningful unit of language is the sentence. In the
VP, he draws an analogy between the words and the sentences. The words,
however, are extracted from the indivisible sentence analytically, and the
meanings of the words from the indivisible meaning of the sentence7.

Therefore between two meaningful units, the word and the sentence,

5 VP 1.45: avibhakto vibhaktebhyo jäyate'rthasya väcakah /sabdas taträrtharüpätmä sambhedam upagacchati //
6 See Joshi 1967: 39 (Introduction).
7 Cf. VP 2.10: yathä pade vibhajyante prakrtipratyayädayah /

apoddhäras tathä väkye padäriäm upapadyate //VP 2.269: väkyasyärthät padärthänäm apoddhäre prakalpite /sabdäntarena sambandhah kasyaikasyopapadyate //
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Bhartrhari considers the latter as the primary. If so, Dharmakïrti's
following argument, which treats the sentences on a level with the words,
is not to the point.

The sentence [as a meaningful unit] (väkya), which is different from the constituent

phonemes (vanta), does not exist. It is because we have no means to perceive it
In fact, when we hear a word or a sentence, 'Devadatta' for example, we perceive
there no appearance of the mental image [of a single whole] but of the individual
phoneme /d/ and so on.... If [the mental image] that is regarded as an object ofthe
cognition does not appear anywhere in the cognition, we cannot determine it as

existent or as different9.

Clearly this is the same type of criticism as Vrttikära's mentioned before.
Dharmakïrti refuses the existence of the single whole on the grounds of
its non-perceptibility.

3.1 When we place the statement of Bhartrhari quoted at the beginning
between these two criticisms of Vrttikära and of Dharmakïrti, we shall
understand clearly the motive he regards pratibhä as the meaning of the
sentence. According to Bhartrhari, the sentence would be the primary unit
of language. He examines language always from the point of view of
meaningfulness. The sentence is the primary meaningful unit, and the
words as meaningful units, extracted from the sentence analytically, are
only fictional parts. We understand the meaning as a single whole
immediately after the speaker's utterance of a sentence. The meaning, in
this case, is not brought forth by relating with each other the different
meanings of individual words articulated one by one according to the

arrangement of things in the external world. Understanding of the
meaning must be the immediate and intuitive grasp of the world as a

whole.
From the structuralist point of view, it would be reasonable to say that

there is no word besides the phonemes; nor is there any sentence besides
the phonemes and the words, as Vrttikära or Dharmakïrti insists10.

Bhartrhari, opposing these standpoints, declares: "There are no phonemes

8 PV I. kärikä 247cd: väkyam na bhinnam vamebhyo vidyate 'nupalambhanät //
9 PV I. 127.2-5.

10 Cf. VP 1.73: na vamavyatirekena padam anyac ca vidyate /
väkyam vamapadäbhyäm ca vyatiriktam na kim ca na //
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in the word; nor are there any parts in the phoneme. It is entirely impossible

to separate the words from the sentence11."

Bhartrhari introduced the concept of pratibhä (intuition) with a view
to maintaining the idea that the sentence is an indivisible linguistic unit.
Against the criticism of the existence of the sentence as a linguistic unit
on the grounds of the non-perceptibility, he points out the fact that the
meaning of the sentence is understood intuitively and immediately, and he

supports the existence of the sentence as a linguistic unit, namely the
sentence as a meaningful indivisible unit.

4.1 But why does Bhartrhari not say that the meaning of the sentence is

perceived by perception (pratyaksa)! Does he suggest that pratibhä is a
different type of cognition from perception? What characteristics
distinguish pratibhä from perception? These are our next questions.
In kärikäs 2.144-147, Bhartrhari gives the following explanation12:

Pratibhä cannot be explained [concretely] (anäkhyeya) to others in the form 'this is

that'. Though pratibhä is accepted in common as being realized in every person, it
is not defined even by its author.
Pratibhä, understood incorrectly, seems to make a combination of the meanings [of
individual words].
Pratibhä, which appears to have all shapes [of the things denoted by the individual
words], acts as object [of the cognition].
When we understand what to do, we cannot go beyond [the knowledge of] pratibhä,
that is either caused immediately by the language or formed according to the
impression of regular practice [in the previous lives as well as the present life].
The whole world accepts pratibhä as a reliable means for action [in everyday life].
Even animals begin their activities by its force.

Aklujkar says: "The pramänas presupposed by Bhartrhari are pratyaksa,
anumäna, and agama13." Basically I agree with his conclusion. However,
considering these two points: (1) It is after Dignaga that the promana¬

li VP 1.74: pade na vanta vidyante vamesv avayava na ca /
väkyät padänäm atyantam pravibhägo na kas ca na //

12 144: idam tad iti säriyesäm anäkhyeya katham ca na /
pratyätmavrtti siddhä sä karträpi na nirüpyate //

145: upaslesam ivärthänäm sä karoty avicäritä /
särvarüpyam iväpannä visayatvena votiate //

146: säksäc chabdena janitäm bhävanänugamena vä /
itikartavyatäyäm täm na kas cid ativartate //liti: pramänatvena täm lokah sarvah samanugacchati /samärambhäh pratäyante tirascäm api tadvaiät //

13 See Aklujkar 1989: 153.
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theory is systematized, (2) Bhartrhari discusses chiefly the authority of
agama and the insufficiency of anumäna by contrast in VP 1.30-43, it
ought to be admitted that Bhartrhari's ideas about pratyaksa remain
obscure. I only suppose that Bhartrhari regards pratyaksa as a direct
cognition of external objects by perception, especially by seeing (darsana),
and anumäna as an indirect cognition of it through reasoning (yukti).

4.2 Here I would like to note the similarity of terminology between two
sections; kärikäs 1.35-37, in which Bhartrhari discusses 'extraordinary
perception' (cf. Aklujkar 1989:154), and kärikäs 2.143-152, the section of
pratibhä, discussed above14. Kärikä 35 is as follows15:

The expert's knowledge of precious stones and metals, that is inexplicable
(asamäkhyeyd) to others, is caused only by regular practice (abhyasd); it is not the
knowledge derived from an inference.

Bhartrhari insists that extraordinary perceptions result from regular
practice (abhyäsä) and/or from lasting invisible force accumulated by
regular practice in previous lives (karman/adrsta/dharma), and that this
invisible force is ultimately dependent on àgama16 of which the essential
characteristic is uninterrupted continuity.

As Subramania Iyer already pointed out and we have seen above,
abhyäsa, agama and bhävana are mentioned by Bhartrhari as causes of
pratibhä17. Clearly Bhartrhari treats pratibhä as the same type of
cognition as extraordinary perceptions. Aklujkar is correct when he says:
"It is clearly stated in TK VP) 2.117 thatpratibhä arises out of all kinds
of linguistic expressions, which implies that it does not depend exclusively
on means of any special kind. There are also several other indications in
the TK to the effect that, in the philosophy of B Bhartrhari), the
domain of pratibhä is not concomitant with the domain of the
extraordinary18." However, I think that pratibhä and extraordinary perceptions
share the characteristics regarding the process of cognition.

14 Subramania Iyer (1969: 89-90) suggested already this resemblance in Bhartrhari's
terminology. See also Aklujkar 1989: 154, n.12.

15 VP 1.35: paresäm asamäkhyeyam abhyäsäd eva jäyate /
manirüpyädivijnänam tadvidäm näriumäriikam //

16 Cf. Subramania Iyer 1969: 93. See also Aklujkar 1989: 155.

17 Ibid. 89.
18 Aklujkar 1989: 154, n.12.
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5.1 In that case, pratibhä and extraordinary perceptions have what
characteristics in common? I want to refer to the views of Dignaga as to
this point. As Hattori pointed out19, Dignaga adopted the concept of
pratibhä from Bhartrhari to establish his views on the meaning of the
sentence20. After declaring that 'the meaning of the sentence, which is
called pratibhä (intuition), first arises by dint of that [meaning of the
word]' (PS V. 46cd), Dignaga continues21:

Even when there is no external object, from [only hearing] the sentences, various

understandings are produced not only on account of regular practice (abhyäsa) but
also in conformity with [listener's] own notions (svapratyaya).

Dignaga regards pratibhä as cognition without reference to the external
objects. Concerning this point, Bhartrhari would take the same view. The
important point to note is the fact that Dignaga mentions as causes of
pratibhä the listener's own notions as well as regular practice. As to the
latter, Bhartrhari regards it as one of the causes of pratibhä as we have
seen before, but the listener's own notions, according to him, are the cause
of various understandings of the meaning of the word22. The meaning of
the word is extracted analytically from the meaning of the sentence.
Therefore the understanding of the meaning of the word is a false cognition

caused by the listener's illusion for Bhartrhari. Dignaga, in this point,
confuses the meaning of the sentence and the meaning of the word. To
Dignaga, these two are the same linguistic illusional cognition since they
are formed by conceptual construction, not taking account of the external
objects. Bhartrhari could not allow this confusion. Certainly the meaning
of the sentence, namely pratibhä, does not have a counterpart in the
external world, but it is a trustworthy cognition based on agama, beyond
perception (pratyaksa) and inference (anumäna), like extraordinary
perception23.

19 Hattori 1979: 64.

20 PS V. kärikä 46cd: väkyärthah pratibhäkhyo 'yam tenädäv upajäyate// I have quoted
Hattori's translation (1979: 63).

21 PS V. kärikä 47. See Hattori 1979: 65. Jayanta Bhatta criticizes the view that pratibhä is
the meaning of the sentence in NM 335.24-336.9. It is not Bhartrhari's, but this
Dignäga's view to which he referred there.

22 Cf. VP 2.135: vaktränyathaiva prakränto bhinnesu pratipattisu / svapratyayänukärena
Sabdärthah pravibhajyate //

23 Cf. VP 1.36: pratyaksam anumänam ca vyatikramya vyavasthitäh /pitrraksahpiiäcäriäm
karmajä eva siddhayah //
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5.2 In the philosophy of Bhartrhari, the sentence represents wholeness and
reality. Pratibhä is the essential cognition of the world as a whole. In this
sense, pratibhä cannot be pratyaksa. Pratyaksa is a direct perception ofthe
parts of the world, various things as meanings of the words (padärtha).
Pratibhä, on the other hand, is the internal cognition of the world as a

whole, that is to say the sentence as a meaningful unit.

Abbreviations

NM Sukla's edition: Nyäyamarijari of Jayanta Bhatta. Part I, edited with notes by
S.N. Sukla. Vanarasi 1971.

PV I Gnoli's edition: The Pramänavärttikam ofDharmakïrti, the first chapter with the

autocommentary. Roma 1960.

PS V Hattori's edition: The Pramänasamuccayavrtti ofDignaga, with Jinendrabuddhi's
Commentary, Chapter Five: Anyäpohapariksä, Tibetan Text with Sanskrit

Fragments. Kyoto 1982.

VP Bhartrhari's Vâkyapadïya; references to the kärikäs follow W. Rau's critical
edition of the kärikäs (Rau 1977).

SBh Frauwallner's edition: Materialien zur ältesten Ericenntnislehre der Karmamï-
mäntsä. Wien 1968. (Österreichische Akademie der Wissenschaften
Philosophisch-Historische Klasse. Sitzungsberichte 259. Band, 2. Abhandlung).
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